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Forum Meeting Summary 
Matanel Bar-Ilan Forum (on Zoom), July 7, 2020 

Participants: Prof. Hanoch Ben Pazi, Prof. Ephraim Meir, Prof. David Banon, Dr. Merav Carmeli, 
postdoc, Dr. Avner Dinur, postdoc, Avshalom Rapp, Yael Cherniak, Hanna Gael Seraro, Ben 
Landau, Cosimo Nicolini Cohen, Shaul Wachshtock, Hadas Haya HaLevi, Hila Lapidot, Rachel 
Verlibater 

Our meeting was exciting, stimulating, and filled with positive feedback about the past year. We 
brainstormed ideas for future conferences and look forward to our members’ input and 
suggestions in the future.  

Research Progress: 
• Each of our participants shared highlights of their research from the past year.
• It was wonderful to hear not only about the progress they had made individually, but to

give thought to how they might combine topics and move forward, together. 
• Diverse research topics were presented. But even with this variety, their topics lent

themselves to combined projects that encourage connection and promote networking. 

Forum Meetings: 
• This year's meetings have been enriching and rewarding. We anticipate that next year’s

will be on par, if not higher, and that hopefully, we will be able to host them in person 
instead of on Zoom.  

• We are proud of our work in these sessions, as they provide participants with opportunities
to enhance and augment their knowledge about each other’s work. 

• Several ideas for future forums were presented at the meetings. One of these proposed
ideas was the formation of study groups (think: study buddies). Students would be paired 
by a designated matchmaker if you will, in order to connect individuals whose research 
intersects in a meaningful, logical fashion.  

• We also considered creating a blog or Facebook page in which everyone could contribute.
Either of these would be used largely for intergroup dialogue, making it possible to engage 
in topics of mutual interest.  

• In addition to these ideas, we hope that our continued meetings serve as a catalyst for
collaborations and interactions that promote joint writing opportunities. 

• To that end, we are planning to appoint an intermediary from within the forum who will
create more in-depth communication within and between forum members and outside 
participants.  

• Lastly, we intend to have a doctoral student, lecturer, and expert speak at each future
session. This will allow for learning opportunities that present different points of view, even 
before sessions begin.  
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The 2020 Matanel Conference and Beyond: 
Our 2020 conference on Dr. Éliane Amado Levy-Valensi was very successful. It served to 
inspire others by paying tribute to a psychologist and thinker of whom many were unaware. This 
conference was a wonderful way to introduce others to the tradition of Matanel’s Bar-Ilan 
conferences.  

In order to plan for successful conferences in the future, we have compiled a list of possible 
topics that we believe are interesting, inspiring, and educational. 

Possible topics for the next conference: 
• The History of Jewish-French Thought After the Holocaust
• Hebrew in French- The Language of French Jews’ Thoughts after the Holocaust
• The Chosen Nation: Jewish-French Thought After the Holocaust
• Trauma and the Holocaust in French-Jewish Thought
• Telling a Story: Biblical Stories and More in Jewish-French Thought
• Between Paris and Jerusalem: The Attitude of Jewish-French Thinkers about the State of

Israel, and How the Thinking of Those who Immigrated to Israel has Changed 
• What’s so French about Jewish-French thought? Discussions about Language, Literature,

and Culture. 
• Judaism and Philosophy: Philosophical Distress and Religious Solutions
• Religious Distress and Philosophical Solutions in French Jewish Thought
• “The Voice is That of Jacob”- What Does the Jewish Voice add to General Philosophy?
• A conference centered around the ideas of a famous thinker, someone like André Neher or

Elie Wiesel, for example. 
• A conference focused on Rav Yehuda Leon Ashkenazi, aka, Manitou. To note, 2022 will

mark 100 years since his birth. 
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Annual Summary Report  

Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University  

Cosimo Nicolini Coen, Doctoral Candidate 

1) Rapport du travail (recherche et d'autre) achevé pendant l'année académique ;

2) Demande officielle pour la poursuite du travail dans le forum Matnel Bar Ilan et demande

de renouvellement de la bourse d'aide financier 

1) Rapport du travail (recherche et autre)

a) Travail de recherche présenté – résumé de la recherche

Au début de cette année académique j'ai présenté ma proposition de recherche (intitulée: La limite de 

la loi et le désir d'infini : l'expérience liminaire des opinions minoritaires et des principes universels). 

Ma recherche vise à analyser le concept du devoir et d'obligation dans une perspective lévinassienne 

et à reconnaître dans le langage juridique (herméneutique) les 'traces' qui lient et divisent loi 

(onthologie) et éthique (métaphysique). Mon premier but consiste en décoder les écartes (autant que 

les liens) entre le concept et l'expérience de l'obligation dans un cadre normatif-juridique (ce que par 

le lexique de Hans Kelsen on appellera le Sollen, et qu'on reconnaîtra en tant que domaine ontologique 

délimité) et l'obligation en tant que liée au moment éthique et métaphysique à la fois – dans le sillage 

de Levinas: moment qui précède (au-deçà) et toujours excède (au-delà) toute onthologie. Si on est ici 

placé face au écart entre devoir juridique, voire Sollen délimité, et obligation éthique, voire obligation 

métaphysique liée au désir d'infini, on reconnaîtra pourtant – au nouveau dans le sillage de Levinas – 

les liens qui unissent ce deux moment : les traces de la métaphysique dans le scénario ontologique, 

trace d'une trahison qui reste néanmoins aussi une traduction. A partir de ce cadre théorétique je vais 

argumenter ma thèse, selon laquelle nous pouvons reconnaître à l'intérieur du langage juridique – à 

partir (mais pas exclusivement) du droit hébraïque –, et notamment dans le processus herméneutique 

et dans les opinions minoritaires, une forme d'extériorité (concept hérité depuis Lévinas). Expérience 

du langage juridique qui fait ressurgir une forme de non-totalisation de la loi, d'ouverture de sa 

signification (processus herméneutique). Obligation à reconnaître la valeur de l'opinion de l'autre 

Maître (ou juge) autant que sollicitation éthique à reconnaître la valeur d'autrui en tant que tel– cela 
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dans le sillage du lien dressé par David Banon (La lecture infinie) entre "sollicitation" du texte 

(interprétation midrashique) et "sollicitude" par rapport au prochain. Ainsi l'expérience de l'éxtériorité 

à l'intérieur du langage juridique nous amène à reconnaître l'extériorité 'de chair et de sang' au dehors 

de toutes catégories. Le langage juridique se montre, à la fois, siège d'une première expérience éthique 

(via son côté herméneutique et ainsi en nous rappelant l'analyse lévinassienne de la structure éthique 

du langage) aussi bien que "traduction et trahison "de l'expérience éthique, voire passage du désir 

d'infini aux limites de loi – limites du langage codifié, limitation de notre obligation, ce que nous 

approche à certains concepts de Lévinas, notamment le tiers et la différence entre éthique et justice. 

b) Travail entamé pendant l'année

Voici les étapes majeures du travail entamé pendant cette année académique : 

i) Automne : J'ai consigné ma proposition de recherche ;

ii) J'ai reçu les corrections et les annotations du premier reviseur (professeur David Banon). J'ai

travaillé là-dessus depuis la moitie du décembre jusqu'à la fin du janvier. En particulier j'ai travaillé: 

à l'exposition (dans le but de mieux cerner le socle de ma thèse), à préciser des concepts levinassienes 

auxquels je fais référence (différence entre éthique et justice d'après Totalité et infini et Autrement 

qu'être; rapport entre les notions de rigueur – din – et miséricorde – hesed et rahamim, en ce sens j'ai 

lu l'article de Levinas "leçon sur la justice talmudique", où la notion de la limite légale – par rapport 

aux châtiments (makhot) – est justement liée au hesed, ainsi nous laissant entrevoir une différente 

facette du rapport entre limite de la loi et infini de l'obligation éthique); 

iii) J'ai consigné à nouveau ma proposition de recherche, ainsi revue, et avec l'approbation du premier

reviseur ; 

iv) En attendant le jugement du deuxième reviseur j'ai travaillé autour de certaines parmi les sources

principales de ma proposition de recherche, telles que: Totalité et infini, Autrement qu'être de 

Levinas; La lecture infinie de Banon (ainsi, avec d'autres camarades, nous avons discuté autour de 

cette dernière œuvre avec le professeur Banon lui-même, à l'occasion d'une leçon de son cours); La 

doctrine pure du droit de Hans Kelsen (cette dernière en représentant le point de référence pour la 

confrontation au concept du Sollen hérité par la philosophie allemande et le néopositivisme, autant 

que pour la dissociation amené par Kelsen entre Sollen juridique et métaphysique). Au même temps 

je me suis tourné aussi vers d'autres ouvrages présentes dans ma bibliographie, telles que Force de 

loi de Derrida (où l'on y retrouve certains concepts et problématiques proche de mon cadre d'analyse), 
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Humanisme de l'autre homme et Altérité et transcendance de Levinas. Je aussi entamé une première 

lecture de Halakhà vemishpat de Shimshon Ettinger, au but d'intégrer dans la bibliographie de 

recherche aussi des ouvrages israéliennes (notamment autour de la philosophie du droit hébraïque) 

pas encore traduites.  

v) J'ai abouti la rédaction d'un petit essai basé sur les principales volets de ma proposition de recherche

et qui vient de paraître (après le processus de double blind peer review) dans une revue académique 

italienne ("Politica", laquelle est placée dans la catégorie académique "A" dans la liste reconnue par 

le ministère italien de l'éducation) 

vi) J'ai reçu l'avis favorable (avec une intégration bibliographique à apporter) du deuxième reviseur

par rapport à la proposition de recherche. 

vii) Pendant l'année académique j'ai suivi les cours des professeurs : David Banon (Ecole de pensée

juive de Paris), Hanoch Ben Pazi (sur Rosenzweig et sur le rapport entre judaïsme et humanisme), et 

partiellement de Issac Hershkowit (philosophie de l'Halakhà); j'ai suivi les séminaires du département 

et j'ai participé aux rencontres du Forum Matnel Bar Ilan. Ainsi j'ai rédigé des articles de divulgation 

pour le magazine italien de culture juive 'JOIMag' autour des sujets proches des cours, ou bien des 

séminaires de Matnel Bar Ilan, suivit. 

viii) Autres activités (en dehors du cadre de l'université Bar Ilan)

Pendant cette année académique j'ai aussi travaillé – au dehors du strict cadre de l'université de Bar 

Ilan -: - à progresser dans mon français en participant à un cours d'ajournement linguistique à Paris 

(Ecole Accord);  - j'ai collaboré avec Madame le professeur Lucia Corso (Université d'Enna, "Kore") 

à rédiger des fiches didactiques au sujet du rapport entre loi, éthique et concept de la limité (liée à ma 

proposition de recherche); - à poursuivre ma traduction de l'hébreu à l'italien de l'essai Dat: mehok 

le'emunà, du professeur Abraham Melamed (en ce sens j'ai obtenu un nouveau financement, qui 

s'adjoint à celui de la fondation Goren-Goldstein, de la fondation De Lévy, sous la direction de 

l'Office Rabbinique de la ville de Torino – Rav A. Di Porto); - 
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2) Demande de continuation du travail auprès du forum Matnel Bar Ilan et demande de

renouvellement de la bourse de soutien pour l'étude 

a) Demande de continuation du travail près du forum Matnel Bar Ilan

En vertu du travail de recherche et d'étude entamé pendant cette année académique (voire le résumé 

dans le point 1 du document) je fais ici demande officielle de poursuivre ma recherche dans le cadre 

des séminaires de Matnel Bar Ilan, étant le processus d'écriture de recherche structuré non seulement 

par les lectures des différentes ouvrages mais aussi, et peut-être avant tout, par l'écoute viva vox des 

professeurs aussi bien que des chercheurs. Ma demande se voudrait en autre renforcée du fait que la 

fréquentation de ces séminaires soit une précieuse occasion d'enracinement de références théorétiques 

autour de la pensée juive de marque française, cadre incontournable si l'on veut, au fur et à mesure 

de l'écriture de la recherche, avoir à l'esprit les liens tissues entre les volets théorétiques de la pensée 

de Levinas et les préoccupations éthiques, existentielles et culturelles à la fois qui sont le socle du 

judaïsme.  

b) Demande de renouvellement de la bourse de soutien pour l'étude

Etant donné ce que je viens d'écrire (cf. supra, Rapport du travail de l'année qui s'achève dans la 

première partie du document) je fais aussi officiellement demande de renouvellement de la bourse 

d'étude. Cela me permettrait de consacrer le temps nécessaire à la recherche, voire à l'étude (écoute 

et lecture) et à l'écriture, en couvrant une partie des frais universitaires requises par le renouvellement 

de l'inscription à Bar Ilan. Une aide financier de ce genre semble-t-elle à plus fort raison envisageable 

étant donné la crise économique en acte (soit en Italie, d'où viennent mes ressources financières, soit 

en Israel). En ce sens je voudrais bien, dans le cas de renouvellement de la bourse, m'engager dans la 

rédaction d'articles de divulgation, pour des magazines italiens de culture juive tel que JOIMag (dont 

je suis déjà collaborateur) ou d'autres, dans le but de faire connaitre à la communauté juive italienne 

le travail à la fois théorétique et culturel qui est au cœur du Forum Matnel Bar Ilan. Ainsi j'espère 

d'apporter une petite contribution au travail du Forum il-même par le renforcement des liens entre la 

diaspora italienne, la pensée juive de marque française et notre cadre académique en Israel.  

Sincèrement, 

Cosimo Nicolini Coen 
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Annual Summary Report 

Matanel-Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University 

Merav Carmeli, Postdoctoral Fellowship 

Dear Matanel Foundation, 

The project I planned to work on this year, and am currently involved in, is a short book that aims to 
demonstrate how the thinking of French psychoanalysts; Hélène Cixous, Julia Kristeva, and Luce 
Irigaray, can be used as a significant instrument in the study of current events and religious 
phenomena within Jewish tradition. I focus on the ways they each define the essence of femininity 
and masculinity, and the great importance they place on the presence of both when discussing the 
images of a deity described in religious scripture. This project is a natural continuation of the 
research I covered in my doctoral dissertation.  There, I focused, among other things, on the 
centrality of the images of female deities in the corpus of the Zohar. 

As part of my participation in the Matanel-Bar-Ilan Program, I gained a good deal of exposure to the 
Parisian school of thought and as a result, was afforded the opportunity to explore additional 
pathways within my research. I would like to thank Prof. Hanoch Ben-Pazi, Prof. David Banon, and 
Prof. Ephraim Meir for the extensive knowledge they shared with me and the other program 
participants. Their passion for this subject matter awoke within me a desire to delve deeper into 
topics that originally seemed far removed from my field of research.  

The philosopher we focused in the first Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program, and to whom our first 
conference was dedicated, was Professor Éliane Amado Levy-Valensi. Born in Marseille, France in 
1919, Prof. Amado Levy-Valensi studied, and later taught, general philosophy and psychoanalysis at 
the most prestigious institutions in Paris. She immigrated to Israel in 1968 after receiving an 
invitation to serve as the chair of the Department of Jewish Thought, teaching both Jewish and 
general philosophy. She was the first woman to be appointed professor at this university. 

 Over the course of the year I read Amado Levy-Valensi's writings and with Prof. Ben-Pazi's 
encouragement, presented my insights in a lecture form at a conference I helped organize. I 
expanded upon the material in my lecture in an article that I have almost finished writing and will 
submit shortly. The article deals with the centrality of the motif of couplehood presented in Prof.  
Amado Levy-Valensi's writings, based in Jewish sources. Within this piece, I describe the rabbinic 
sources, as well as those from the Zohar, that inspired Amado Levy-Valensi's unique contributions 
and support for these longstanding Jewish traditions.  

Like her colleagues at the Paris School, Amado Levy-Valensi identified both as a Jew and French 
intellectual. Her writings provided a rich combination of philosophy, psychoanalysis and Jewish 
sources, thus creating inspiring and relevant material for modern-day readers.    

In addition to writing this article, I am also editing a book with Prof. Ben-Pazi that will include a 
collection of studies dedicated to Prof. Amado Levy-Valensi. This book is mostly based on the 
Matanel- Bar-Ilan conference that took place this year. One of things that motivated me to 
participate in this project is the desire to make Amado Levy-Valensi 's thoughts accessible to 
Hebrew-speaking readers.  In addition, I saw this as an opportunity to present the unique voice of 
French-Jewish thought within Israel, so that it can be recognized and valued as deserved. 

Sincerely, 

Merav Carmeli 
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Annual Summary Report  
Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University  
Hadas Chaya Halevi, Doctoral Candidate 

Dear Matanel Foundation, 

I would like to express my deep appreciation and gratitude to the 2020 Matanel- Bar-
Ilan Program. Thanks to my participation in the program, I was exposed to talented and 
interesting peer researchers.  Together, we immersed ourselves in French-Jewish thought that 
helped us become wiser and understand the depths of our studies.  

The lecturers who accompanied us on our intellectual journeys this year, Prof. Hanoch Ben-Pazi, 
Prof. Ephraim Meir, and Prof. David Banon, opened windows to the world of academia. They 
enabled, led, and supported in-depth, interesting, quality studies that are unparalleled in Israel 
or elsewhere; there is no other research group that focuses on the teachings of French thinkers 
who speak Modern Hebrew. I feel lucky to have been able to learn from these thinkers directly, 
and know that this is all thanks to the Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program. 

I worked on my research proposal this year and hope, as it is in its final stages, that it will be 
accepted soon.  While working on this proposal, I also began to develop my research with the 
peers and program lecturers who supported and assisted me. 

I wish to continue my participation in the program in 2021 and plan to delve deeper into Rabbi 
Yehuda Leon Ashkenazi's studies while continuing my research. I am very committed to this 
project and learning more while I do so; I hope to complete the first two chapters at least. I 
know that the Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program’s support will help me and further promote my overall 
studies.  

With warm regards, 

Hadas Chaya Halevi 
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Annual Summary Report 

Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University 

Avshalom Rap, Doctoral Candidate  

Dear Matanel Foundation, 

I would first like to begin by thanking the Matanel Foundation for their generous support. 

I am writing about Jacques Derrida's Theory of Deconstruction, and in particular, the possibility of 
understanding Maimonides through the eyes of Derrida’s deconstruction. By making Maimonides 
relevant to the 20th century through Derrida, who was interested in hermeneutic philosophy amongst 
other things, he makes reference to the hermeneutic philosophies in the bible to which Maimonides 
subscribed. 

This link is made through the concept of difference which, in my opinion, corresponds to the name of 
Maimonides; I also review various hermeneutic currents and compare them to Maimonides 
hermeneutic philosophy. Furthermore, I compare Maimonides' Apophatic theology to Derrida's negative 
theology, and analyze Derrida’s concept of metaphor by comparing it to that of Maimonides.  In another 
chapter I refer to the ways in which the binding of Isaac is analyzed by Derrida.  

I have already submitted this work as a draft to my supervisor, Hanoch Ben Pezi and hope to begin 
editing it to completion by next year.   

I would like to point out that although the Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program did not directly deal with Derrida 
this year, I have learned a lot and been exposed to new thinkers whose works will surely contribute to 
mine. 

Sincerely,  

Avshalom Rap 
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Annual Summary Report  
Matanel-Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University  
Shaul Wachshtock, Doctoral Candidate  

Dear Matanel Foundation, 

First of all, I would like to thank you for the 2020 Matanel- Bar-Ilan Scholarship. Your financial 
support helped me a lot by allowing me to focus on and fully engage in my studies. I will 
describe the subject of my research below.  Please understand however that I chose a different 
topic than the one I initially planned to study, all with the support and approval of Prof. Ben-
Pazi.  

I was privileged to participate in the Matanel-Bar-Ilan Program research group. I particularly 
enjoyed the ways it enriched my studies and allowed me to meet with colleagues and teachers 
who are fluent in both French and Jewish thought. I am looking forward to hopefully continuing 
to participate in this research group, as well as maintain my scholarship eligibility for 2021. 

Temporary title of my study: You are a Human Crown; Reflections on the Work of Benny Lévy 

Introduction: 

There are few thinkers whose life trajectory embodies their thought process. Benny Lévy (b. 
Cairo 1945, d. Jerusalem 2003), leader of the proletarian left in 1970s France, personal secretary 
and chosen interlocutor of philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre (towards the end of his life), and 
yeshiva student in Jerusalem, he never turned away from the experiences and insights he 
encountered throughout his life.  Benny Lévy recruited the thinkers he met so that he could 
pave the way for a return to a simpler, more innocent Jewish life. He tried to be so inclusive, 
that even the philosophers he claimed should be forgotten, especially Spinoza, were a part of his 
stated, philosophical struggles. His plan to emerge from political points of view while also 
formulating his thoughts on a return to simpler times, are the two main axes at which his 
writings often intersect. In the end, Benny Lévy never stopped looking for "what touches man 
the deepest.”1 

Political Philosophy: 

A study of the philosophy behind that explains his choice to leave politics aside, begins with "We 
Rightfully Rebel.”2 The book brings together the conversations that took place between Jean-
Paul Sartre, journalist Phillippe Gavi, and Benny Lévy, then still under his adopted name, Pierre 
Victor. This period was critical in Benny Lévy's political life, as it was at this time that the 
proletarian left disbanded (1973) and influential events in and around France took place.3  

 מתוך: "החלטות ב 16 נקודות של הועדה של המהפכה התרבותית הפרולטרית" 1966 1
 Lévy, L. A la vie, Verdier 2013 p.48 :ראה

2 Gavi, Ph., Sartre, J.-P., Victor P. On a raison de se révolter, Gallimard, 1974  תרגום הכותרת לא מאפשר
 .צדק וגם תבונה : raison  לשמוע את המשמעות הכפולה של

 Lévy, L. A la vie, Verdier 2013 p.75-77 :על סיבות ההתפרקות ראה 3
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The conversations that occurred between these philosophers sought to rethink revolutionary 
acts as well as the theory of revolution. At the time, the noted philosophers in the book were all 
immersed in Benny Lévy’s political and ideological worlds, including the crises and 
transformations he was experiencing. There were no references at the time to the Jewish world 
he would encounter in 1975, just two years later, however. 

During his years as Sartre's secretary, Benny Lévy was at a crossroads between living as a 
revolutionary and discovering the Jewish world. His last conversations were published in a book 
that came out in the 1980s, titled “Hope Now - The Last Conversations.”4 He continued to focus 
on politics even in this book, but his readers could see the beginnings of his anti-political stance 
after its publication.  This continued through 2002 when his book, "The Murder of the Shepherd 
- A Critique of the Political Perception of the World" was released.5 In this book, Benny Lévy lay
out the doctrines that influenced his philosophical confrontations with important political, 
classical, and modern thinkers. This ultimately brought a sense of closure to his work, allowing 
him to extricate himself from a world of thought in which he had once been completely 
immersed.   

The Return: 

The book "The Logos and the Letter: Philo of Alexandria in relation to the Pharisees"6, published 
in 1988, serves as an explosive point of entry to his relentless efforts to pinpoint the sources of 
controversy between Judaism and philosophy.7   After dealing with Plato and the paradigmatic 
thinkers involved in the agreement between Athens and Jerusalem, he confronted the thought 
processes of Emanuel Levinas, to whom he sometimes compared Plato. Within the closed circle 
of philosophers whose interpretations he agreed, you can often find Platonic and Neo-Platonic 
ideas, as well as the influences of Franz Rosenzweig and Friedrich Schelling.  

It is worthwhile to delve into Levy's understanding of Levinas' philosophy, too. Benny Lévy read, 
interpreted and confronted Levinas' thought processes in three of his published books. The book 
"Continuous Face: The Thought of the Return,” was published in 1998 and offered an 
understanding of the relationship between his Jewish and philosophical writings, as well as 
those of Levinas, including the bold, interpretive push against the "doxa" of Levinas' 
commentators.8   Levinas’ “God and Philosophy," published after his death in 2005, was based on 
a class he taught during his first year at the Jerusalem school he founded.9 These books proved 

4 Sartre, J.-P., Levy, B. L'Espoir Maintenant – Les entretiens de 1980, Verdier 1991    ,תורגם לעברית: סארטר
2008, כרמל 1980-השיחות מ -תקווה עכשיו פ., לוי, ב. -ז'.  

5 Lévy, B. Le Meurtre du Pasteur – Critique de la Vision Politique du Monde, Grasset/Verdier 2002 
6  Lévy, B. La Lettre et le Logos – Philon d'Alexandrie en Regard des Pharisiens, Verdier 1988 

 Polemos Πόλεμος את המילה פולמוס יש לקרוא בהקשר הגותו לפי משמעו האטימולוגי הראשוני –  7

8  Lévy, B. Visage Continu – La Pensée du Retour chez Emmanuel Lévinas, Verdier 1998 

9 Lévy, B. Levinas, Dieu et la Philosophie, Verdier 2009 
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to be strongly related, as the seminar Levy taught became the basis of his staunch interpretation 
of Levinas. 

Lévy’s book, "Being a Jew,” finished shortly before his death, proved to be a distinctly 
controversial, challenging book.10 He quarreled with Levinas, pushed him to his limits, and as 
such, was forced to confront him. The title of the book taken from an article written by Levinas 
in 1947 and supported the books centering around the question of evil vs. righteousness. And 
while Levinas never published anything thereafter, Benny Lévy insisted that this book was the 
key that unlocked Levinas’ writings.  

In this study, I attempted to show how the thought of return, while heeding the voice heard at 
Sinai, became the anti-philosophical movement that emerged from a political worldview that 
supported the everyday man in Benny Lévy’s thinking. 

Sincerely, 

Shaul Wachshtock 

10 Lévy, B. Être Juif – Étude Lévinassienne, Verdier 2003 
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Annual Summary Report  
Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program for the Study of French-Jewish Thought, 

Department of Jewish Thought, Bar-Ilan University  
Yael Cherniak, Doctoral Candidate   

Dear Matanel Foundation, 

I would like to first begin by thanking you for your support. My studies this year have been rich 
with Jewish thought that has given me an in-depth look into thinkers and ideas who possess a 
unique French flavor. I am proud to have been able to contribute to meetings that offered a 
host of enlightening opportunities for future collaborations that support my research.  
Furthermore, I enjoyed dialogue with research colleagues, doctoral students, post-doctoral 
students and lecturers who specialize in thought-provoking discourse.  

My doctoral dissertation deals with the subject of interpersonal space as discussed in the 
writings of Martin Buber, Gabriel Marcel, and Pierre de Chardin.  

With the advice of my doctoral supervisor, Prof. Hanoch Ben-Pazi, I chose to focus on the issue 
of interpersonal space by comparing Buber’s “intermediate space” to Marcel’s mystery of the 
interpersonal.” 

Over the past year, I have done extensive, in-depth research into the writings of Gabriel Marcel. 
I read his major, two-volume book: The Mystery of Being: Vol. I, Reflection and Mystery & Vol. II, 
Faith and Reality, both of which are the bases of his doctoral dissertation and his book, 
“Metaphysical Journal.” I also read literature about Marcel, including most especially a 
collection of essays in the book, “The Philosophy of Gabriel Marcel (Library of Living 
Philosophers, Volume 17),” published in La Salle, Illinois in 1984, edited by Paul Arthur Schilpp 
and Lewis Edwin Hahn. 

Given the lack of research written in Hebrew about Gabriel Marcel, most of which compares him 
to Martin Buber1, I intend to publish an article about him this year. This Hebrew-language article 
will discuss aspects of his philosophy and thought processes.      

I would like to continue participating in the Matanel- Bar-Ilan Program, as a research fellow, 
next year. The foundation’s scholarship has greatly supported me in making significant progress 
towards the completion of my doctorate. 

Gabriel Marcel (b.1889, d.1973) like Buber, stood on the threshold between Judaism and 
Christianity. While he was known as a Christian existentialist, his mother was Jewish, and he 
received a liberal Jewish education in his early years. Like Buber, his thoughts on religiosity, 
mysticism, spirituality and secularism were balanced on a fine line.  Within this balance though, 

1 Schwartz, M., 'The Theory of Being; of the Covenant’ and 'The Theory of Being; of the Mystery,’ Martin 
Buber and Gabriel Marcel, Jewish Thought in the Face of General Culture', Schocken, Jerusalem 1936. 
Levinas, E., 'Martin Buber Gabriel Marcel And Philosophy ', in J. Bloch, H. Gordon and M. Dorman (Eds.), 
Martin Buber: One Hundred Years of His Birth, 5742, pp. 286-271. Levy, Ze'ev, The Existentialist 
Philosophy of Gabriel Marcel, Libra 19, 1 (Sivan 5734 / June 1974) pp. 44-38. 
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he possessed answers to the crises of humanism that demonstrated respect for man and his 
relationship with the divine presence. 

Marcel emphasized his belief in the importance of interpersonal experiences as the root of 
human fulfillment. This, he believed, was further expressed in a transcendent dimension of 
human understanding, in which the deepest meanings of human experience emerged. This 
transcendent dimension is what Marcel called “the mystery.” Here, man would become the 
transcendent medium through which he could free himself from the casual grip and sublime 
hold of the reality of his being, as it flowed in and out of existence. 

Marcel described reality as having two dimensions: one that contained problems, while the 
other contained mystery. ‘Being,’ he believed, came from the realm of mystery that originated 
in the "Absolute You," in God. He explained that the ‘mystery of being’ was the way in which the 
being that "goes to God” already belongs to God. In this way, the being of God sustained the "I" 
of man. 

The path to this entity, to the mystery of being, was the path of partnership and the 
interpersonal, embodied in modes of existence such as love, hope, and loyalty. In a research 
paper Marcel dedicated to Buber that referenced in an article from 1963, he wrote: "In all 
situations, the encounter cannot be summed up by one participant or the other, not even in a 
neutral unit that encompasses both. Rather, an encounter in its purest sense between the two 
exists in a dimension that can only be accessed by both." 

Marcel saw the interpersonal as the interior of a live, interpersonal network or, a network of 
connections tied together. This interpersonal fabric guided his metaphysical ideas, his 
“metaphysics of us," which were rather unlike those of Cartesian’s "thinking self." 

The ‘mystery of being’ was the mystery of partnership, in which the other ceased to be someone 
else and assimilated into ‘me.’  That meant we were connected to each other on common 
ground that allowed for the development of the dialectic towards love, where ‘being’ became as 
real as "being-together-with-another." 

The meeting between subjects, according to Marcel, required primary ontological unity, in 
which any relationship between different elements was conditioned.  He believed that 
primordial unity was felt and gradually divided so that it could make way to a place whose 
foundations related to each other. 

It is the relationship with others that freed the person from their own self-betrayal. At the same 
time, when the presence of others was felt, it allowed a person to be open, to expose himself so 
that he could be himself more fully. 

As for the relationship between ‘being’ and ‘existence,’ Marcel argued that the more one’s 
existence contained others with whom one was involved and committed, the more one was 
present. 

Gabriel Marcel's existential philosophy was rooted in involvement, loyalty, and commitment. 
"We are involved in our existence; it is not in our power to get out of it." ‘Being,’ on the other 
hand, was possible only when we were totally involved and committed to the other person. 
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Commitment was what provided the only opportunity to penetrate the invisible barrier between 
man and his world, in order to make direct contact with reality. Loyalty was the place of being, 
and the space in which being revealed itself. 

Commitment, according to Marcel, was linked to encounter. This stood in opposition to Sartre's 
commitment to independence and freedom, based on the strength of an individual's decision. 
Marcel believed that we became committed when there was something that appealed to us 
directly as individuals. This appeal presupposed openness to accept commitment and was 
referred to as an active state of availability. In contrast, the absence of a state of availability 
spoke to a lack of life and spirit, self-betrayal and death. Commitment and availability were 
therefore linked together. 

The "absolute you" was what the person who felt an unconditional commitment, experienced as 
a part of that commitment. This he said, was the divine being that existed beyond our 
attainment, who carried and loved us, and from which the abundance of being could flow.  

______   ______   ______ 

“And the cherubs spread out their wings on high, covering the seat of mercy with their faces, 
one to another; …the atonement… will be between the faces of the cherubs... And I will go over 
to you, and I will speak with you about the seat of mercy between the two cherubs which are 
upon the ark of the testimony, everything that I will command you for the children of Israel. 

Numbers 25; 20 &22 

Sincerely,  

Yael Cherniak 
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